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 Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is a promising biomedical imaging modality that 

offers excellent optical contrast and ultrasonic resolution 

 In PA imaging, pulsed light absorbed by the target is converted to acoustic 

waves that can be detected using ultrasound (US) probes 

 

 

 

Conclusions  

Research problem 

 

 

 

 Absorption of light by skin and superficial optical absorbers will generate PA 

transients, which traverse into the tissue and get reflected from structures 

having different acoustic impedance 

 These reflected PA signals, when reconstructed may appear in the region of 

interest as artifacts, which causes difficulties in interpreting the images 

 

 

 

Proposed solution 

 

 

 

 A novel method called ‘PAFUSion’ is developed in which focused US with the 

guidance of PA data is used for identifying and reducing reflection artifacts in 

PA imaging 

 This method ultrasonically mimics PA image formation process and provides 

a clinically feasible way to reduce reflection artifacts 

 

 

 
Methodology 

 In PAFUSion, US is focused to optical absorber with the 

guidance of PA data and thus mimics the PA waves 

traversing to the acoustic reflector 

 US reflections from the acoustic reflector will be similar to 

PA signal reflection in terms of shape and depth, if image 

reconstruction is done without considering two-way 

propagation of sound 

 To realize this, the time at which US reaches the focus is set 

as the start of acquisition (t =0) while doing the image 

reconstruction as if we are acquiring a photoacoustic image 

Results Simulation Phantom experiment 

 Using PAFUSion, we were able to identify and separate PA reflection artifacts 

in simulation and phantom experiments 

 PA reflection artifacts were accurately identified in terms of shape and depth  

 Our method holds potential for improving PA imaging of acoustically 

inhomogeneous tissue 

 

 

 

Background 

 Once after identifying high intensity points in PA image (P1 and P2) , focused US  is 

applied on these points from top to bottom in PA image and weighted addition of these 

acquisitions generates the PAFUSion image which uncovers all the PA reflection artifacts 

 As a final step, PAFUSion image can be used for correction to obtain a reflection-artifact-

free PA image 

 

The simulation (using k-Wave package) and phantom measurement results (using handheld 

dual-mode PA/US integrated probe) are presented to demonstrate the validity and impact of 

this method. 

 

Outlook  
 Correcting PA image using PAFUSion image to obtain reflection-artifact free 

PA image 

 Optimizing the method for solving artifacts caused by signal reflections from 

different angles 

 Automate the method  and apply during  in vivo measurements 
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